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We prove that if (S, , I%) and (S? , &) are two Steiner triple systems of order 
L’ and if S is a set of u points, then there exist two disjoint Steiner triple systems 
(S, A’) and (S, A’) with G,,P,) E CT, A’) and (S, , A) z (S, 8,‘). 
An S(2, k, v) (where k and ~1 are integers with v > 0 and k > 3) is an 
ordered pair (S, /3) where / S I = v and where /3 is a set of k-subsets of S 
such that any two elements of S are contained in exactly one element of /3. 
The elements of S are called points, the elements of /3 are called blocks. An 
S(2, 3, v) is called a Steiner triple system. It is well known that a necessary 
and sufficient condition for the existence of an S(2, 3, v) with P f 0 is v = 1 
or 3 (mod 6) [3]. 
Tf (S, fl) is a Steiner triple system and if a and b are two distinct points of S, 
we will denote by a fib the third point of the block of /3 joining a and b. 
Two S(2, k, v) constructed on the same set of points are called disjoint 
if they have no block in common. 
In [l] Doyen proposed the following problem. Given a Steiner triple 
system (S, p) with / S I > 7, does there always exist a Steiner triple system 
(S, /3’) with (S, /3) z (S, /3’) and p n /3’ = IZI ? 
In [2] the following theorem was proved. 
THEOREM 1. If  G 1 PI> and & 9 P2) are two S(2, k, v) with k 3 4 and 
L’ > k and if S is a set of cardinality v, then there are two disjoint 
SC& k, UK? A’) and 6, &‘) such that (Sl , /%I = 6, Is,‘) and (S, , j3J E 
(S, A’>. 
However, the case k = 3 could not be settled by the techniques used in [2]. 
Tn fact, Theorem 1 still holds if, instead of supposing that (S, , /3J and 
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(S, , /3J are two S(2, k, u), we suppose only that I S, / = 1 S, j = v, that /I1 
and /& are two sets of k-subsets of S, and S, , respectively, and that the 
number of blocks of PI and p2 does not exceed the number of blocks of an 
S(2, k, v), i.e., [v . (u - I)]/[k . (k --- l)]. This is no longer true in the case 
k = 3. To get a counterexample, consider a set S of cardinality t’ := 1 or 3 
(mod 6) and two points a and b of S. Take S, = S? == S, choose /3, such that 
(S, &) is a Steiner triple system and let & be the set of all 3-subsets of S 
containing {a, b]. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove that nevertheless Theorem 1 still 
holds for k = 3: 
THEOREM 2. Zf (S, , /3J and (S, , /33 are two S(2, 3, tl) (v > 7) and if S 
is a set of cardinality 19, then there are two disjoint Steiner triple systems (S, 13,‘) 
and (S, ,4’) such that (S, , /3,) LZ (S, PI’) and (S, , &) cz (S, /4’). 
Proof. Let (S, &‘) and (S, &‘) be two Steiner triple systems such that 
cc PI’) r WI 1 A) and 6, /%‘> LZ (S, , f&J and that I &’ n fiz’ j = 
min{j /3; n /Ii 1, (S, &‘) E (S, , PI), and (S, ,&) s (S, , &)}. We must prove 
that / 13,’ n flz’ / = 0. 
Suppose that ,%I1 n pz’ contains a 3-subset R of S. Let a E R. Choose a 
point b ES - R. The Steiner triple systems (S, PI’) and (S, (a, b)@,‘)) have 
no longer the block R in common and so there must be a 3-subset BE 
(fir’ n (a, b)(/&‘)) -- (/3,’ n pz’). Either a E B or b E B. If b E B, there is a 
block{a, x1 , x2] of p2’ such that (b, x 1 ? x3) E /II’ and if a E B, there is a block 
{a, y1 , yz> of PI’ such that (b, y1 , ye> E pz’. 
As there are L’ - 3 points in S - R and as both PI’ and /I&‘ contain 
(v - 3)/2 blocks distinct from R through a, this shows that for each point 
x E S - R there is just one 3-subset B, in (PI n (a, x)&‘)) - (PI’ n /&‘) 
and thus we have 1 PI n (a, ~)@~‘)i = / PI n f12’ 1. It also follows that for 
(r - 3)/2 points x of S - R we have a E B, and for (L’ - 3)/2 points x of 
S ~ R we have x E B,, . Moreover, if (a, x1, sq) E pa’ - (RI we have 
x,/~~‘x~ E S - R (Remark I). 
Let c be a point of S - R, such that c E B, . There are points x1, xq E 
S -- R such that x&‘x2 = a and x,/~~‘.Q = c. Put rt = c/31’(a&‘c>. Clearly 
fli n (a, d)(p,‘) contains the 3-subset {c, a/$‘c, d) and as x,((a, d)(j$‘))x, = d, 
xJ~~‘x~ = c and ! ,81’ n (a, d)(&‘)l = / PI n #J /; this yields a contradiction 
by Remark I. 
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